Editorial

The previous issue of FOUNDATIONS stimulated several readers to write to me in order to express appreciation for the quality and helpfulness of the articles and also to comment on some of the issues raised. One of these letters, about INFANT SALVATION, appears on page 17. This was encouraging and we hope that this issue will be equally beneficial to readers.

Our first article is written by Simon Chase and is a report of the 1993 BEC STUDY CONFERENCE on the Ministry of the Word in the Church. There is valuable material here for study and further reflection. Our EXEGESIS article is contributed by Paul Brown and it grapples with the text of 2 Corinthians 3.

Tim Grass provides a useful historical perspective with a contribution on CHARLES SIMEON, particularly his experience in the Training of Ministers. A NEW EARTH is the subject Philip Eveson tackles in his article; it will be good to have written responses from readers to this and other articles.

The editor then reviews two new books, namely Don Carson’s NEW TESTAMENT COMMENTARY SURVEY and a symposium on UNIVERSALISM AND THE DOCTRINE OF HELL. Both books are important but the latter is of crucial significance for the on-going contemporary debate concerning the nature and duration of hell. There is also a brief review of a new commentary on JEREMIAH and a longer review of recent works on THOMAS CRANMER.

This is the last in the present series of FOUNDATIONS so please make sure you renew your subscription promptly. Happy reading!

URGENT RENEWAL NOTICE!

This is the last in the present subscription series of FOUNDATIONS. Readers who are supplied direct from the BEC office may ensure an uninterrupted supply of future issues by completing the enclosed Renewal Form. Issue 32 will appear in May 1994.

Following six years at the same price we are now making a slight increase but readers may offset that by taking advantage of our SPECIAL OFFER.

To those who renew now we can offer the next six issues for the price of five. Issues 32-37 covering 1994 - 1966 will cost £10 instead of £12.00, post free in the UK.

For overseas readers the cost will be £11 instead of £13. Please remember that we can only accept cheques drawn in Sterling on a UK bank.

Send your Renewal Form back to the BEC office NOW to take advantage of this SPECIAL OFFER.